The phenomenon of synchronization is studied in pairs of elementary cellular automata (CA) that are coupled in a drive/response mode. Su cient and necessary conditions are given for the synchronization of linear elementary CA. By using synchronization, two large families of indexed permutations of binary words and a random number generator are assembled in the form of a single CA array as primitives for block cryptosystems. Numerical results show excellent statistical behavior of the random number generator. The overall architecture is very well suited for hardware implementations.
1 Synchronization in cellular automata Then, for every i = 1 there exists the integer l i 0 such that i+1+li = 1 and, for l i 6 = 0, i+k = 0 for each k = 1, 2, . . . , l i . We call each l i a masking length.
Two CA are said to be coupled in the drive/response mode in the following situation. Suppose that the evolution operator is A and let the initial states of the driver and the response systems be x 0 and y 0 , respectively. If the states at time t are x t and y t , respectively, then the state of the driver CA at time t + 1 is A(x t ), and the state of the response CA at time t + 1 is y t+1 = (1 ? ) A(y t ) + A(x t ); The ve distinguished words are shown explicitly and the rest of the entries are shown as dots. We call the square pattern with its distinguished words a unit cipher (UC) of size N. All entries in the UC obey the local automaton rule A L and the words k and c are being forced by the drive CA. The observation is that, due to synchronization, the word m is independent of t and is fully determined by words k and c. Moreover, given the words k, k 0 , and m the CA can be runned backwards as to get words t and m. We have the following. The nice statistical behavior of the random generator is consistent with the fact that the CA we are considering is topologically equivalent to a Bernoulli shift. 4;5 Deviations from the uniform distribution of keys are a consequence of the nite size of the UC (N = 15 in our example). The generator will produce sequences of keys with a distribution that gets closer to the uniform distribution as the size of the UC is increased.
Our preliminary implementations of the UC using devices of the PLD type look promising. Furthermore, computing in the emerging quantum dots b A combinatorial proof of Theorem 2.1 for this automaton is given in Ref. 3. technology is based on CA arrays. The proof of Theorem 1.1 follows from Propositions A.1{3.
